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Preface To The Fourth Edition
This is a thoroughly revised, significantly modified and enlarged edition. Every chapter has

undergone some or other modification – revision, restructuring, elaboration etc. A number of new
diagrams, boxes and examples have been added with a view to making the book more insightful and
interesting.

The current edition has 20 chapters, compared to 17 of the previous edition. The new chapters are:
Social, Environmental and Economic Responsibilities of Business; Environmental Forecasting and
Analysis and Knowledge Management.

Chapters 1 and 2 have been modified with addition of new diagrams, boxes and explanations.
Chapters 3 and 4 have been substantially restructured and enlarged, making them very contemporary.
The chapter on Business Environment is characterised by substantial modification of the content and
remodeling of the presentation and treatment of the subject matter. The chapter on SWOT Analysis and
Strategy Formulation has been modified and enlarged.

The addition of the topic ‘role of leadership in strategic management’ is the salient modification
to the chapter on ‘Strategy Implementation.’

Chapters which have been subjected to very substantial restructuring, revision and elaboration
include Mergers and Acquisitions, Turnaround Management and Corporate Restructuring and
Globalisation.

A lot of thinking has gone into deciding about the cases to be included in this book. Three of the
5 cases are new.

I profusely thank the academic community for the useful feedbacks and the unstinted
encouragement. Words fail in thanking the Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd. for the constant
encouragement.

Cochin,
18th October 2014

Dr. Francis Cherunilam
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PRELUDE

The Setting
As renowned Management Guru Peter Drucker has beautifully put it, management has “no choice

but to anticipate the future, to attempt to mold it, and to balance short-range and long-range goals. The
future will not just happen if one wishes hard enough. It requires decision – now. It imposes risk –
now. It requires action – now. It demands allocation of resources – now. It requires work – now”.1 All
these are rolled into what is known as Business Policy/Strategic Management/Corporate Strategy.

The profound importance of Strategic Management is highlighted by Drucker in his observation
that the ultimate objective of strategic planning “is to identify the new and different businesses,
technologies, and markets which the company should try to create long range. But the work starts with
the question what is our present business? Indeed, it starts with the questions which of our present
businesses should we abandon? Which should we play down? Which should we push and supply new
resources to?”2

The sweeping changes in the business environment, driven mostly by the mutually reinforcing
triple forces – liberalisation, privatisation and globalisation – have made the above questions
immensely relevant, making strategic management all the more important. The above-mentioned
forces combined with the technological and managerial revolutions, rising customer expectations, and
the competitive race have made the business horizon a fast changing and, in many cases, a very
discontinuous one.

In many industries across the world, the business environment is characterised by turbulent
changes. The causes and consequences: ground rules of competition change, industry boundaries are
redrawn, new industries and products are created and established industries are reinvented. Managing
for the future has become competing for the future.

The enormous changes in the business opportunities and threats as a result of the economic
liberalisation in India, ushered in 1991, and the consequential dramatic changes in the business
environment have drastically altered the fortunes of companies.

As the environment changes, companies may change their vision and objectives, structure,
portfolio of business, markets and competitive strategies. In the liberalised business environment,
many companies have exited some of their businesses, a number of companies have entered new
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businesses while many have both dropped some businesses and added new ones. The number of
companies which have restructured their business, organisation and functional strategies is on the
increase. The economic liberalisation and the concomitant wide opening up of business opportunities
and increase in competition have, in fact, made strategic management a buzz-word among the Indian
corporates. Prior to 1991, the scope of or need for strategic management in India was limited due to
the controlled regime and absence of limited competition. The liberalisation has, however, vastly
changed the scenario.

Gary Hamel and C.K. Prahalad, the renowned propounders of core competence, in the preface to
their best seller Competing for the Future observe: “Substantial challenges face any organisation intent
on getting to the future first. The first challenge, how to navigate from here to there, arrives as both
public and private institutions struggle to plot a course through an increasingly inconstant environment,
where experience is rapidly devalued and familiar landmarks no longer serve as guideposts. Never
before has the institutional terrain been changing so quickly or have industry boundaries been so
malleable. Never before have competitors, partners, suppliers, and buyers been so indistinguishable.
How, then, does one get to the future first even when there’s no map?”3

Indeed, the struggle for existence and growth is very hard for firms in a competitive environment.
Fortunes of companies change – some times very fast and drastically. The positions of companies in
the rank list of dominance flip and slip, some disappearing from the list while new ones enter. Many
multinationals, with annual turnovers larger than those of GDPs of most nations, pass through periods
of huge losses. Even mighty MNCs who are industry leaders are humbled by young firms. Size and
resources alone do not ensure success. There are many examples of less resourceful companies with
strategic intent and stretch having become magnificent success.

Conceptual Issues
The terms Business Policy, Strategic Management and Corporate Strategy/Planning are often

used interchangeably. Their combined use, however, causes confusion. William Glueck, a well-known
author on this subject, in his book Business Policy and Strategic Management points out that
“business policy is a term traditionally associated with the course in business schools devoted to
integrating the educational program of these schools and understanding what today is called strategic
management.”4 This connotes that strategic management is the modern term for what was earlier
called business policy.

Business Policy as a course began to be included in the curriculum of the Business Schools in the
US in the 1950s following the Gordon-Howell research sponsored by the Ford Foundation and
Carnegie Corporation. The objective of this course was to provide an integrated approach by binding
together appropriately the various courses like Marketing, Finance, Organisational Behaviour, and
Operations Management which the students learn in the earlier semesters. Business Policy, thus,
sought to apply a holistic approach to business problem analysis and decision making.

The Gordon-Howell Report gained widespread acceptance that by early 1970s, most Business
Schools in the US included Business Policy courses within their curriculum requirements. “As time
passed, however, the focus of the course became wider and it began to consider the total organisation
and its environment. For example, it addressed issues such as social responsibilities and ethics, as well
as the potential impacts of political, legislative, and economic events on the successful operation of an
organisation.”5



Since 1980s, researchers and perspective thinking of a number of scholars like Michael Porter,
C.K. Prahalad and Gary Hamel, contributed substantially to the development of this subject, by
enlarging the analytical kit and shaking the mind-set for strategic thinking. This newer, broader
emphasis prompted leaders in the field to change the name of the course from business policy to
strategic management. Thus, strategic management is a broader term than business policy.

However, as mentioned earlier, the terms business policy and strategic management are often
used as synonymous; but some people give different interpretations to these terms. By the term
business policy, some refer to the strategy; strategic management encompasses both strategy
formulation and implementation.

However, even most authors who have titled their books on this subject as Business Policy
define it as strategic management and in the text they more often use the term strategic management
and the use of the term business policy is rare. In his book Business Policy, which has been subtitled
Strategy Formation and Management Action, Glueck describes “Business Policy as the strategic
planning process in business and other institutions in a developed society.”6 William Boulton in his
book Business Policy, sub-titled The Art of Strategic Management, states that “business policy is the
study of how organisations determine and achieve their purposes. The study is concerned with the
ability of organisations to achieve their objectives in a specific environment and with the top level
managers of organisations who must both lead and motivate people to achieve those objectives. It is
the actions of setting organisational policies that we refer to as strategic management.”7

In the Harvard Business School, where business policy is a required course, the first half of the
course considers the formulation of effective strategies. This involves the identification and analysis of
problem situations. Problems are approached from the point of view of the chief executive or general
manager, who is responsible for the enterprise as a whole. The second half of the course considers the
implementation of the selected strategy. It examines two major processes for which the general
manager must take principal responsibility: achieving stated objective and assuring that the
organisation is able to renew itself by establishing new objectives.

Although terms such as Strategic Management, Corporate Strategy and Corporate Planning are
often used interchangeably, a distinction may be drawn between some of them. For instance, a
differentiation may be made between corporate planning and corporate strategy. Even in the absence
of competition, a company may have a corporate plan – a long-term development plan. For example,
even monopoly environment companies like the Indian Telephone Industries and Cochin Refineries
(CRL) had corporate plans but they were not corporate strategy or strategic management. However,
when the corporate plan is formulated in a competitive environment, it would amount to corporate
strategy/strategic management. The planning premise and the nature of the plan would, obviously, be
different in such an environment. It may be noted that after the liberalisation the CRL modified its
mission, incorporating marketing of petroleum products in the scope its business, and formulated
strategies to cope up with the emerging competitive environment. When HMT had a near monopoly in
the domestic watch industry, its main task, particularly in the context of short supply, was supply
management. But, in a competitive environment, the major challenge is demand management – it is a
market share game.

It is interesting to note that the first thrust area outlined by the second Corporate Plan (1990-95)
of the CRL was “to strengthen business development efforts and to maintain constant liaison with the
Government so as to play an important role in the policy formulations.” Rapport with the government



being a crucial determinant of the future development of a public sector enterprise, such an emphasis
on liaison with the Government was not surprising. (CRL, which was renamed as Kochi Refineries
Ltd. (KRL), was merged with BPCL as KRL was a standalone refinery with no retail marketing
infrastructure.)

But, when the corporate plan is formulated in a competitive environment and when the public
sector enterprise has more autonomy, the emphasis and nature of the plan would be different.

It may be noted that the decision of the Government to give the select well performing public
sector undertakings (the navarathnas) more autonomy encouraged several of them to rethink their
portfolio strategies.

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: MEANING AND SCOPE

Strategic management is a broader term than corporate strategy. Strategic Management consists
of Corporate Strategy (Portfolio Strategy) and Business Strategy (Competitive Strategy). Corporate
Strategy is a master plan for the entire organisation, as explained in Box 1.1. It decides the scope of
the business or the business/businesses the company wants to be in. Business strategy is about how to
succeed in the chosen business(es).

Fig. 1.1: Corporate Strategy and Business Strategy

Glueck defines strategy as a “unified, comprehensive and integrated plan relating the strategic
advantages of the firm to the challenges of the environment. It is designed to ensure that the basic
objectives of the enterprise are achieved.”8 Strategic management is defined as “that set of decisions
and actions which leads to the development of an effective strategy or strategies to help achieve
corporate objectives.”9 The above definition indicates that a strategy is not just any plan, however. “A
strategy is a plan that is unified. It ties all the parts of the enterprise together. A strategy is
comprehensive; it covers all major aspects of the enterprise. A strategy is integrated and all the parts of
the plan are compatible with each other and fit together well.”10

Chandler describes strategic management as the “determination of the basic long-term goals and
objectives of an enterprise and adoption of course of action and allocation of resources necessary to

Business Strategy
(Competitive Strategy)

How to Succeed in the Business?

Corporate Strategy
(Portfolio Strategy)

What Business(es)?

Strategic Management



carry out these goals”11 According to Paine and Naumes, “strategic management involves the
decision-making and the activities in an organisation which: (1) have wider ramifications, (2) have a
long time perspective, and (3) use critical resources towards perceived opportunities or threats in a
changing environment ”12

Box 1.1
Corporate Strategy – A Master Plan

The author would define corporate strategic management as the formulation and execution of a
master plan for accomplishing the corporate vision:

– by consolidating/strengthening its competitive position,
– based on its : (1) vision/mission, philosophy and ethics, (2) strengths and weaknesses,

and, (3) environmental opportunities and threats.
The above definition connotes the following:

1. Strategic management is a means to the end. The end, i.e. the purpose, is to realise the
corporate vision/mission.

2. Corporate strategy is a master plan – a plan that encompasses the entire organisation for its
overall development. It is a long-term plan that lays down the roadmap for the overall
development of the organisation. All sub-plans, like divisional or sectional plans (SBU plans)
shall be aligned with the scope and vision/objectives of the master plan, i.e., corporate
strategy.

3. It aims at gaining/enhancing competitive advantage vis-à- vis other firms in the industry.
4. It is based on a SWOT analysis, i.e., corporate strategy defines the business portfolio (scope

of the business). That is, on the basis of the SWOT analysis, existing business(es) may be
dropped or further strengthened or new ones may be added.

5. Corporate plan, being a master plan, is likely to be complex in nature. The complexity tends
to increase with the increase in the size and diversity of the business.

6. A corporate plan normally is characterised by the need for large resource commitments –
investing today for tomorrow. Further, strategies pertaining to the different businesses may
call for resource reallocation. Thus, strategic management is often characterised by resource
mobilisation and reallocation.

7. The vision/mission, philosophy and values of the organisation have important bearing on the
strategy. They may influence how the business shall be conducted or fostered or the scope of
the business (i.e., the type of business the organisation can be or shall not be in.)

In short, Strategic Management/Business Policy/Corporate Strategy refers to those set of
perspective management measures taken with a view to ensuring the survival and long-term success
of an enterprise in a dynamic environment. Going by the origin of the word strategy, corporate
strategy is a well-thoughtout systematic plan of action for survival and success, formulated by due
consideration of the possible positions and defensive and offensive moves, and the relative
strengths and weaknesses of the rivals vis-à-vis those of the company. Besides these, strategy in
business management has an additional dimension: future perspective.

According to a survey conducted among corporate planners (USA), strategy “includes the
determination and evaluation of alternative paths to an already established mission or objectives and,
eventually, choice of the alternatives to be adopted”.13

Waterman defines strategy as “a coherent set of actions aimed at gaining a sustainable advantage
over competition, improving position vis-à-vis customers or allocating resources.”14



Competitive orientation is an essential feature of strategic management. Kenichi Ohmae, a world
renowned management expert and author, observes in his well known The Mind of the Strategies
“What business strategy is all about – what distinguishes it from all other kinds of business planning –
is, in a word, competitive advantage. Without competitors, there would be no need for strategy, for the
sole purpose of strategic planning is to enable the company to gain, as efficiently as possible, a
sustainable edge over its competitors. Corporate strategy, thus, implies an attempt to alter a company’s
strength relative to that of its competitors in the most efficient way.”15

That competition is at the heart of strategy formulation will be clear if one considers the origin of
the word strategy. The word strategy is derived from the ancient Greek word strategia, which connoted
the art and science of directing military forces. Strategy is, thus, a well-thoughtout systematic plan of
action to defend oneself or to defeat rivals. Strategy is formulated in anticipation of the possible
positions, moves, actions and reactions of the rivals.

It is very relevant to point out in this context that in business the term rivalry is commonly used
to refer to competition.

According to Thompson Jr. and Strickland, “a company’s strategy is the game plan management
is using to stake out a market position, conduct its operations, attract and please customers, compete
successfully, and achieve organisational objectives. In crafting a strategy, management is saying, in
effect, ‘among all the paths and actions we could have chosen, we have decided to move in this
direction, focus on these markets and customer needs, compete in this fashion, allocate our resources
and energies in these ways, and rely on these particular approaches to doing business’. A strategy thus
entails managerial choices among alternatives and signals organisational commitment to specific
markets, competitive approaches, and ways of operating.”16

The definitions of strategy/strategic management by their reference to mission, sustainable
competitive advantage etc. implicitly indicate the futuristic nature of strategic management. Strategic
management is indeed managing for the future or competing for the future.

Aa Thompson Jr. And Strickland point out, “closely related to the concept of strategy is the
concept of a company’s business model, a term now widely applied to management’s plan for making
money in a particular business. More formally, a company’s business model deals with the revenue-
cost-profit economics of its strategy – the actual and projected revenue streams generated by the
company’s product offerings and competitive approaches, the associated cost structure and profit
margins, and the resulting earnings stream and return on investment. The fundamental issue
surrounding a company’s business model is whether a given strategy makes sense from a money-
making perspective. A company’s business model is, consequently, more narrowly focused than the
company’s business strategy. Strategy relates to a company’s competitive initiatives and business
approaches (irrespective of the financial and competitive outcomes it produces), while the term
business model deals with whether the revenues and costs flowing from the strategy demonstrate
business viability.”17

The Essence of Strategy
Writers like Porter and Hamel and Prahalad emphasise that the essence of strategy is being

distinctively different from the competitors. Porter, who points out that the crux of strategy is choosing
to perform activities differently than rivals do, observes that the Japanese companies which triggered a
global revolution in operational effectiveness in the 1970s and 1980s, pioneering practices such as



total quality management (TQM) and continuous improvement which enabled them to enjoy
substantial cost and quality advantages for many years, are increasingly caught in a trap of their own
making as the gap in operational effectiveness narrows. Japanese companies rarely developed distinct
strategic positions (exceptions include Sony, Canon and Sega). Because of the rapid diffusion of best
practices, competition based on operational effectiveness alone is mutually destructive, leading to wars
of attrition that can be arrested only by limiting competition. Porter counsels that if they are to escape
the mutually destructive battles now ravaging their performance, Japanese companies will have to
learn strategy.18

Although Porter feels that the Japanese have to overcome strong cultural barriers to take
themselves to strategy, there are indications that the Japanese managers are much more well prepared
than others to shape and lead the future. For instance, in a survey conducted towards the end of 1980s,
80 per cent of the US managers polled believed that quality would be a fundamental source of
competitive advantage in the year 2000. Yet half of the Japanese managers predicted quality to be a
source of advantage in the year 2000, though 82 per cent believed it was then an important advantage.
Rated first as a source of competitive advantage in the future by Japanese managers was a capacity to
create fundamentally new products and businesses. What this indicates is that the Japanese managers
realise that in future competitive advantages must necessarily be different from toady’s; quality will
simply be the price of market entry and not a competitive differentiator.19 It is only apt to note here the
observations of Hamel and Prahalad in their path-breaking Competing for the Future: “A capacity to
invent new industries and reinvent old ones is a prerequisite for getting to the future first and a
precondition for staying out in front.”20 As they succinctly put it, “strategy is as much about competing
for tomorrow’s industry structure as it is about competing within today’s industry structure....
Competition for tomorrow’s industry structure raises deeper questions such as: Whose product
concepts will ultimately win out? Which standards will be adopted? How will coalitions form and
What will determine each other’s share of the power? And, most critically, how do we increase our
ability to influence the emerging shape of a nascent industry.”21

Hamel and Prahalad observe that most companies do not prepare themselves for competitive
advantage in the future because they are “run by managers, not leaders, by maintenance engineers, not
by architects.”22 The danger is that it is not the future but restructuring and re-engineering that engage
the minds of many managers. These two would provide competitive advantage or help catch up with
the competitors in the present but the advantages need not be sustained over a long period. In short, the
quest for competitiveness shall not be confined to restructuring and re-engineering but shall
necessarily include reinventing industries and regenerating strategies. While restructuring the portfolio
and downsizing, headcount make the organisation smaller and re-engineering process and continuous
improvement make it better, reinventing industries and regenerating strategies make the organisation
different (i.e., it imparts a distinctive competitive advantage).

According to Hamel and Prahalad, “a company can control its own destiny only if it understands
how to control the destiny of its industry. Organisational transformation is a secondary challenge. The
primary challenge is to become the author of industry transformation.”23 They suggest that to create
the future, a company must: (1) change in some fundamental way the rules of engagement in a long-
standing industry, (2) redraw the boundaries between industries, and/or (3) create entirely new
industries. A capacity to invent new industries and reinvent old ones is a prerequisite for getting to the
future first and a precondition for staying out in front.24



Strategic Clash
There is a clash of views of two of the prominent strategic gurus, Porter and Hamel, regarding

what strategy is.
According to Hamel, the major strategic concern is competing for future which requires

reinventing today’s industries and creating entirely new industries. Strategy is characterised, by and
large, by discontinuous changes. “What required is not a little tweak....but a new philosophical
foundation. Strategy is revolution, everything else is tactics.”25

Porter, however, is of the view that “exhorted to think in terms of revolution, managers chase
every new technology for its own sake.”26 In contrast to the revolutionary, exploratory, open-ended
approach postulated by Hamel, Porter advocates a cerebral, all consistent and systematically integrated,
evolutionary, rather than revolutionary, approach.

Secondly, while Hamel’s concern is about pioneering reinventing industries, creating new
industries and managing the migration path, Porter’s concentration is on gaining sustainable
competitive advantage in a given industry.

Thirdly, “Hamel’s instrument is the solo violin of core competence, Porter’s an orchestra playing
the tune of strategic fit between different activities. To Hamel, strategy is all about finding new ways
to effect enormous improvements in results – to the order of 500 per cent. Abhorring attempts at
incremental improvements, he recommends using core competence to exploit discontinuities in
technology, lifestyles, and work habits in order to create revolutionary new strategies”.27 Porter who
holds that each and every activity must mesh into its strategic chain shuns the notion of focusing on
one single activity.

According to Porter, who argues that fit drives both competitive advantage and sustainability, ...
the “importance of fit among functional policies is one of the oldest ideas in strategy. Gradually,
however, it has been supplanted on the management agenda. Rather than seeing the company as a
whole, managers have turned to “core” competence, “critical” resources, and “key” success factors. In
fact, fit is a far more central component of competitive advantage than most realise”.28

Fourthly, according to Porter, positioning is the cornerstone of strategy (for details, see the
section strategic positioning in the chapter Competitive Analysis and Strategies). Hamel and Prahalad,
the proponents of core competence, however, remark that “companies that see strategy as primarily a
positioning exercise are industry rule-takers rather than rule-breakers and rule-makers; they are
unlikely to be the defining entity in their industry, now or ever.”29 They maintain that “although a
view of strategy as a positioning problem is certainly legitimate, it is insufficient if the goal is to
occupy the high ground in tomorrow’s industries. If strategy is seen only as a positioning game, it will
be difficult for a company to avoid becoming trapped in an endless game of catch-up with far-sighted
competitors.”30

Despite these differences, there are, however, several similarities in their views. Both of them
“advocate a complete break from the past – Porter from the company’s and Hamel from the industry’s.
Second, both accept that new entrants have the advantage, whether in restrained pursuit of Porter’s
unique, differentiated position, or in hot chase of Hamel’s dramatic departure from industry norms.
Third, both are strident in denouncing imitators and followers. Inept rule-makers in Hamel’s book,
they will become the victims, warns Porter, of the fallout of aping one another’s improvements.”31



Strategic Intent and Stretch
Hamel and Prahalad point out that strategic planning has its own limitations in envisioning future

and conceiving strategies to attain the distant future goals. Strategic planning is obsessed with
feasibilities, preciseness, and being realistic. This does not help to attain global leadership. “As
valuable as strategic planning is, global leadership is an objective that lies outside the range of
planning… companies that are afraid to commit to goals that lie outside the range of planning are
unlikely to become global leaders.”32

Global leaders have been characterised by strategic intent – an obsession with winning,
unfettered by their resource constraints – in their envisioning of the future. Hamel and Prahalad point
out that companies that have risen to global leadership over the recent decades invariably began with
ambitions that were out of all proportion to their resources and capabilities. “But they created an
obsession with winning at all levels of organisation and then sustained that obsession over the 10-20
year quest for global leadership. This obsession is termed as strategic intent. In the words of Hamel
and Prahalad, on the one hand, strategic intent envisions a desired leadership position and establishes
the criterion the organisation will use to chart its progress. Komatsu set out to “Encircle Caterpillar”.
Canon sought to “Beat Xerox”. Honda strove to become a second Ford – an automotive pioneer. All
are expressions of strategic intent.

At the same time, strategic intent is more than simply unfettered ambition. (Many companies
possess an ambitious strategic intent yet fall short of their goals.) The concept also encompasses an
active management process that includes: focusing the organisation’s attention on the essence of
winning; motivating people by communicating the value of the target; leaving room for individual and
team contribution; sustaining enthusiasm by providing new operational definitions as circumstances
change; and using intent consistently to guide resources allocations.”33

Hamel and Prahalad34 point out that it is the stretch – the fact that ambition forever outpaces
resources – that fuels the engine of advantage creation. A firm that has a surfeit of ambition and a
dearth of resources quickly discovers that it cannot merely imitate the advantages of more affluent
competitors and, therefore, will be compelled to create entirely new forms of competitive advantage
(such as lean manufacturing and time compression management, as in the case of Japanese companies,
for example) and figure out ways of matching the existing advantages of competitors in more
resources-efficient ways.

“Stretch gives birth to the motive for resource leverage. However, much care and feeding is
required to transform that newborn desire into a full-grown capability for resource leverage.
Exploiting every possible opportunity for resource leverage takes creativity and persistence. A firm
with an extraordinary ambition but an underdeveloped capacity for resource leverage will be
dismissed as a “dreamer”. On the other hand, if a firm has developed a nascent capacity for resource
leverage (e.g., a track record of successfully exploiting alliances, an ability to move skills across
business unit boundaries, a creative approach to competitive tactics), but possesses no galvanizing
ambition, it will be a “sleeper”. A firm with neither aspiration nor a capacity for resource
multiplication will be a “loser”, and the “winners” will be those firms that have both”.35

It is important to note that “while strategic intent is clear about ends, it is flexible as to means —
it leaves room for improvisation… Achieving strategic intent requires enormous creativity with
respect to means. Strategic intent implies a sizable stretch for an organisation. Current capabilities and



resources will not suffice. This forces the organisation to be more inventive, to make the most of
limited resources. Whereas the traditional view of strategy focuses on the degree of fit between
existing resources and current opportunities, strategic intent creates an extreme misfit between
resources and ambitions.”36 Top management then challenges the organisation to close the gap by
systematically building new advantages. It is pointed out that a number of Japanese companies which
had far limited resources than the Eastern companies have become global leaders because of their
strategic intent that stretched their organisation.

The duo argue that the fallacy of many Western companies, which followed the traditional
competitor analysis, which focuses on existing resources of existing competitors, was the failure to
realise that a firm’s initial resource endowment (whether bountiful or meager) is an unreliable predictor
of future global success. Thus, a view of strategy as stretch helps demythologize the success of those
Japanese companies that have become world leaders despite initial resource handicaps. If the goal is to
explain the success of Sony or Toyota or Yamaha, it is more honest to talk about the attributes of
resource leverage rather than the attributes of Japanese management. The lesson for Western managers
is not so much to become students of Japanese culture, but to ensure that there is sufficient stretch in
their own firms to engender a relentless search for opportunities to better leverage resources.37

Strategic Planning and Tactical Planning
Strategic planning is defined as “an orderly process by which top management determines

organisational objectives, strategies needed to reach these objectives, and short-range, top-level
actions necessary to implement the strategy properly”.38 Strategic planning, which is also sometimes
called corporate planning, is essentially top-level long-range planning.

“Tactical planning refers to short-range planning that is oriented towards operations and is
concerned with specific and short-range details”.39

Formal Planning and Informal Planning
Formal planning is planning which is organisationally formalised and is often systematic. In large

organisations, there may be planning departments/cells manned by people with knowledge and
experience in different aspects and dimensions of planning. Clearly spelt out, organisational objectives
form the basis for planning. A formal planning system will have a set of procedures and it is explicit,
i.e., people know what is being done. Formal plans will be documented.

Informal planning, which is common with small enterprises, and sometimes with one man
dominated not so small enterprises, is often done in a casual way. A small entrepreneur may have clear
objectives and perceptions and plans but he may not put them down on paper.

Informal planning many a time is intuitive, anticipatory planning which is the work of primarily
one person. It may be based on past experience, the gut feeling, the judgement, the reflective thinking
and perspective vision of the person.

Enterprise Strategy
“Enterprise strategy is the organisation’s plan for establishing the desired relationship with other

social institutions and stockholder group and maintaining the overall character of the organisation”.40

Enterprise strategy seeks to answer the question ‘what do we stand for?’ The mission statement may
reflect the enterprise strategy.



Policy
“A policy is a broad, general guide to action which constrains or directs goal attainment. Policies

do not normally dictate what action should be taken, but they do provide the boundaries within which
the objectives must be pursued. Thus, policies serve to channel and guide the implementation of
strategies.”41 Policy is described in Chapter 5.

Strategic Business Unit
“A strategic business unit (SBU) is an operating divisions of a firm which serves a distinct

product/market segment or a well-defined set of customers or a geographic area. The SBU is given
authority to make its own strategic decisions within corporate guidelines as long as it meets the
corporate objectives.”42

There are different factors which decide SBUs. Each product line or a group of related product
lines may form an SBU. Nature of SBUs may be influenced by factors such the volume of business,
future plans, market characteristics etc.

The SBUs of Hindustan Unilever include soaps and detergents; personal products; fats and
culinary items; animal feeds; beverages; frozen foods; specialty chemicals; agribusiness; and exports.
The major strategic business areas of the Murugappa Group are food processing; abrasives and
refractories; plantations; farm inputs; building materials; financial services; engineering; electronics;
property development and granite exports; and marketing services.

CORE COMPETENCE

The concept of core competence, propounded by the renowned management gurus Prahalad and
Hamel, through an HBR article in 1990, has been widely recognised as the root of sustainable
competitive advantage of an organisation. According to them, “core competencies are the collective
learning in an organisation, especially how to coordinate diverse production schemes and integrate
multiple streams of technologies. For example, the theoretical knowledge to put a radio on a chip does
not in itself assure a company the skill to produce a miniature radio no bigger than a business card. To
bring off this feat, Casio must harmonise know-how in miniaturization, microprocessor design,
material science, ultra thin precision casing – the same skills it applies in its miniature card calculators,
pocket TVs, and digital watches.”43 Further, “if core competence is about harmonising streams of
technology, it is also about the organisation of work and the delivery of value. Among Sony’s
competencies is miniaturization. To bring miniaturization to its products, Sony must ensure that
technologists, engineers, and marketers have shared understanding of customer needs and of
technological possibilities The force of core competence is felt as decisively in services as in
manufacturing. Thus, core competence is also communication, involvement, and a deep commitment
to working across organisational boundaries. It involves many levels of people and all functions.”44 In
short, core competence is a bundle of skills and technologies rather than a single discrete skill or
technology. According to Kumar Mangalam Birla, the core competencies of the Aditya Birla Group
comprise an array of skills related to process industries, project management, operations, raw material
sourcing, distribution logistics, setting up dealer networks, commodity branding and raising finance at
a competitive cost. The common thread running through group’s diverse businesses is that they are
built largely around the foundation of these competencies.45



Assets (factories), infrastructure (distribution systems), privileged access (low-cost energy
sources), and protected markets (Government sanctioned monopolies) are not core competencies even
though they may lead to higher than average profits under some circumstances.

Core competencies, which represent accumulated knowledge and skills in an organisation, can be
converted into competitive advantage only if the several constituent skills and technologies are
creatively harmonised and quickly reconfigured to respond to new opportunities. Prahalad and Hamel
hint that although Western companies have traditionally had an advantage in the stocks of skills they
possess, they have not so successfully responded to new opportunities, whereas Japanese companies
like Canon, NEC and Honda who have had a lesser stock of the people and technologies that compose
core competencies could move them much quicker from one business unit to another.46

Prahalad and Hamel point out that there are three different planes on which battle for global
leadership are waged, namely core competence, core products, and end products. Core products are the
components or sub-assemblies that actually contribute to the value of the end products. For example, a
refrigerator is an end product and the vital component, compressor, is a core product.

According to Prahalad and Hamel, at least three tests can be applied to identify core
competencies in a company.47

1. A core competence provides potential access to a wide variety of markets.
2. A core competence should make significant contribution to the perceived customer benefit of

the end products (for example, Honda’s engine expertise).
3. A core competence should be difficult for competitors to imitate.
The duo also hit at what they call the tyranny of SBUs – the view of a diversified corporation as a

portfolio of products and a portfolio of businesses. They emphasise that a company should be viewed
as a portfolio of competencies as well. When the corporation is conceived as a multiplicity of SBUs,
no single business may feel responsible for maintaining a viable position in core products nor be able
to justify the investment required to build leadership in some core competence. In the absence of a
more comprehensive view imposed by corporate management, SBU management will tend to
underinvest. As an SBU evolves, it often develops unique competencies. There is often a tendency to
view these competencies as the sole property of the SBU. When competencies become imprisoned, the
people who carry the competencies do not get assigned to the most exciting opportunities and their
skills begin to atrophy. Fully leveraging the competencies across the corporation is necessary to attain
leadership. The benefits of competencies, like the benefits of money supply, depend on the velocity of
their circulation as well as the size of the stock the company holds.48

CLASSES OF DECISIONS

As Ansoff, a well-known writer on corporate strategy, observes, “from a decision point of view
the overall problem of the business of the firm is to configure and direct the resource conversion
process in such a way as to optimise the attainment of the obectives”.49 This calls for great many
distinct and different decisions which may be broadly classified into three categories, viz., strategic,
administrative and operating, each related to a different aspect of the resource conversion process.



Operating Decisions

The objectives of operating decisions, which usually absorb the bulk of the firm’s energy and
attention, is “to maximise the efficiency of the firm’s resource conversion process, or in more
conventional language, to maximise the profitability of current operations. The major decision areas
are resource allocation (budgeting) among functional areas and product lines, scheduling of operations,
supervision of performance, and applying control actions.”50 Thus, operational decisions pertain to
implementation of the strategy at the functional level so as to achieve specific goals and targets.
Operational decisions include those pertaining to production scheduling, inventory levels, pricing,
marketing strategy etc.

Operating decisions are often repetitive in nature, decentralised and are at the functional levels.

Principal Decision Classes in the Firm

Strategic Administrative Operating
Problem To select product

market mix which
optimises firm’s ROI
potential

To structure firm’s resources
for optimum performance

To optimise realisation of ROI
potential

Nature of
problem

Allocation of total
resources among
product market
opportunities

Organisation, acquisition and
development of resources

Budgeting of resources among
principal functional areas
Scheduling resource
application and conversion
Supervision and control

Key decisions Objectives and goals
Diversification
strategy
Expansion strategy
Administrative
strategy
Finance strategy
Growth method
Timing of growth

Organisation: structure of
information authority, and
responsibility flows
Structures of resource
conversion, work flows,
distribution systems, facilities
location
Resource acquisition and
development: financing,
facilities and equipment,
personnel, raw materials.

Operating objectives and goals
Pricing and output levels
Operating levels: production
schedules, inventory levels,
warehousing, etc.
Marketing policies and
strategies
R&D policies and strategy
control

Key
characteristics

Decisions centralised
Partial ignorance
Decisions non-
repetitive
Decisions not self-
regenerative

Conflict between strategy and
operations
Conflict between individual and
institutional objectives
Strong coupling between
economic and social variables
Decisions triggered by strategic
and/or operating problems.

Decentralised decisions
Risk and uncertainty
Repetitive decisions
Large volume decisions
Sub optimisation forced by
complexity
Decisions self-regenerative

Fig. 1.2: Principal Decision Classes
Source: Reprinted from H.J. Ansoff, The New Corporate Strategy by permission. © John Wiley & Sons

Inc., New York, 1988



Administrative Decisions
The principal task of administrative decisions is to organise and mobilise for the implementation

of the corporate strategy. “One part of the administrative problem is concerned with organisation:
structuring of authority and responsibility relationships, work flows, information flows, distribution
channels, and location of facilities. The other part is concerned with acquisition and development of
resources, development of raw material sources, personnel training and development, financing and
acquisition of facilities and equipments.”51 Administrative decisions are often triggered by strategic
and operating problems.

Strategic Decisions
Strategic decisions pertain to the fundamental questions in what business the firm should be in

and how it should be in, considering the strengths and weaknesses of the firm and the environmental
threats and opportunities. “To use an engineering term, the strategic problem is concerned with
establishing an impedance match between the firm and its enviornment.”52

Strategic decisions have a long-term horizon and are non-repetitive, centralised, taken by top
level management and are concerned with the allocation of the total resources among product market
opportunities.

Characteristics of Strategic Decisions
1. Future Orientation. Long-term future direction of the organisation is an important aspect of

strategic decisions. Strategic decisions often emerge from the perspective views about the
economy and society, including regulatory environment, prospects of different business,
industry structure, competitive environment etc.

2. Value Orientation. As it is implicit in the point mentioned above, strategic decisions are
affected by the value system, including business ethics and philosophy.

3. Scope of the Organisation. This is a corollary of the two points mentioned above. The long-
term direction and value orientation influence the definition of the scope of the activities of
the organisation. The business/businesses, the organisation should be in, is a key decision in
strategic management.

4. Means to End. Strategy is the means to achieve the end, i.e., the mission and goals.
5. Resource Commitment. Strategic decisions being long term in nature and having to do with

the scope of the business of the organisation, may imply major resource commitments,
including reallocation of existing resources.

6. Strategic Fit. Strategic decisions seek to establish a sustainable organisation-environment fit.
The quint essence of strategic management is the effective deployment of organisational
resources or strengths to exploit the environmental opportunities and to combat the
environmental threats.

7. Intent and Stretch: As described earlier, strategy is also viewed as a stretch emanating from
strategic intent.

8. Competitive Orientation. Strategic decisions aim at gaining a sustainable competitive edge
for the firm.



9. Ramifications. Strategic decisions may affect operational and administrative decisions. For
example, structure may follow strategy.

10. Complexity. As strategic decisions encompass mission, long-term direction, scope of the
organisation, and establishment of organisation-environment fit, they are often complex in
nature.

11. Uncertainty. Because of the long term future perspective of the strategic decisions, they can
involve considerable uncertainty as future can hardly be predicted exactly.

12. Comprehensive and Integrated. A strategy is normally comprehensive and highly
integrated.

Operational and administrative decisions may be required to improve operational efficiency.
Wrong decisions can have the opposite results. Right decisions may help improve productivity, reduce
costs or improve overall performance of current activities and may enable a firm to improve its
competitiveness to a certain extent. Major changes in the level or scope of business come from
strategic decisions. Operational and administrative decisions are often required to implement strategic
decisions. Such decisions include organisational restructuring, resource reallocation, changes in
functional strategies like marketing strategy. Acquisition of a firm or a greenfield project is a strategic
decision but several administrative and operational decisions are required to effect it and to realise the
benefits of the strategy.

Box 1.2
Strategic Shifts

Big bang changes in the scope or growth of business often result from breakthrough strategic
thinking. For example, the ‘go global’ decision by several Tata Group companies – like Tata Steel,
Tata Motors and Tata Tea (rechristened as Tata Global Beverages) – took these primarily domestic
players to the big league of the respective global players. These great leaps were made possible
primarily by acquiring giant foreign firms. Tata Tea’s acquisition of Tetley, which was several times
the size of Tata Tea, made this Indian firm the second largest tea company in the world. Tata Steel’s
Acquisition of Natsteel of Singapore (2004), Millennium Steel of Thailand (2005) and the massive
size Anglo-Dutch steelmaker Corus (2007) enabled it to become one of the largest steel producers in
the world. The value of acquisition of Corus (about $ 13 billion – the largest foreign acquisition by
an Indian company – was more than the turnover of Tata Steel in 2006-07). Similarly, Tata Motors
became a global player with the acquisition of Daewoo Heavy Commercial Vehicles of South Korea,
the British premium automaker Jaguar Land Rover etc. Now, well over half of the total revenue of
these companies are contributed by foreign sales. ITC, which was a tobacco firm, having realised the
bleak future for tobacco business, diversified into hotels, paperboards and specialty papers, agri-
business, information technology, packaged foods and confectionery, branded apparel, personal care
and stationery. The company’s robust strategy of pursuing multiple drivers of growth has resulted in
significantly enlarging its capacity to create additional avenues for value creation – the non-cigarette
segment net revenue growing 12-fold from about ` 1,360 crores in 1996 to ` 16,150 crore in 2012.
Today, about 60 per cent of ITC’s revenue comes from businesses other than cigarettes.
The Trivandrum based HLL Lifecare, a central public sector undertaking, in 2003 made a Vision
2010 which resulted in a jump in its turnover from ` 163 crores in 2003 to over ` 1000 crores by
2010 by further developing its core business and diversification. Its Vision 2020/Corporate Plan
envisages a ten-fold increase in turnover to ` 10,000 crores by 2020. See the Case Vision Driven HLL
Lifecare for details.



LEVELS OF STRATEGY

In a multi-business enterprise, having several SBUs, there would be four levels of strategy, viz.,
corporate strategy, SBU strategy, functional strategy and operational strategy. In enterprises which do
not have SBUs, there will be only three levels of strategy, i.e., corporate strategy, functional strategy
and operational strategy.

Corporate Strategy
Corporate strategy is the long-term strategy encompassing the entire organisation. Corporate

strategy addresses fundamental questions such as what is the purpose of the enterprise, what
business/businesses it wants to be in (portfolio strategy) and how to expand/get into such
business/businesses (for example, by establishing greenfield enterprises or by M&As). In other words,
“corporate-level strategic management is the management of activities which define the overall
character and mission of the organisation, the product/service segments it will enter and leave, and the
allocation of resources and management of synergy among its SBUs.”53

Corporate strategy is formulated by the top level corporate management (board of directors, CEO,
and chiefs of functional areas).

SBU Strategy
SBU-level strategy, sometimes called Business Strategy or Competitive Strategy, is concerned

with decisions pertaining to the product mix, market segments and maneuvering competitive
advantages for the SBU.

While corporate strategy decides the business portfolio (i.e., the types of business), the
competitive strategy decides the strategy/strategies to succeed in the chosen business/businesses.

SBU strategy has to conform, obviously, to the corporate philosophy and strategy.
In short, “the SBU-level strategic management is the management of an SBU’s effort to compete

effectively in a particular line of business and to contribute to overall organisational purposes.”54

Fig. 1.3: Levels of Strategy
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The responsibility for SBU strategy is with the top executives of the SBU who are normally
second-tier executives in the corporate hierarchy. In single-SBU organisations, senior executives have
both corporate and SBU-level responsibilities.

Characteristics of Corporate, Business and Functional Strategies

Characteristics Corporate Strategy Business Strategy Functional Strategy
Scope Entire organisation SBU or single business

company
Functional area

Source and
motivation/direction

Board of
directors/CEO

Corporate strategy SBU strategy or single
business company
strategy

Responsibility Top level corporate
managers

Top level SBU managers or
top level single business
company managers

Functional level managers

Time horizon Long term Medium to long-term Short to long term

Specificity General statements of
overall direction and
intent

Concrete and operationally
oriented

Action and
implementation oriented

Fig. 1.4: Characteristics of Different Levels of Strategy

Functional Strategies
Functional-level strategies are strategies for different functional areas like production, finance,

personnel, marketing etc. In other words, “functional-level strategic management is the management
of relatively narrow areas of activity, which are of vital, pervasive, or continuing importance to the
total organisation.”55

Functional-level strategy is the responsibility of functional area heads.

Operational Strategies
The implementation of the functional strategies require detailed operational strategies.

ROLES OF DIFFERENT STRATEGISTS

In this section, the term strategist refers to those who are involved in strategy formulation. In
other words, this section answers the question who formulate strategies?

In large organisations, board of directors, general managers, corporate planning staff (if there is
such a division/cell) and, in some cases, external consultants may play a role in strategic planning.

Board of Directors
The board of directors play an important role in corporate strategy making. “The ultimate legal

authority in business is that of the board of directors... Boards are held responsible to the stockholders
for the following duties: ensuring the continuity of management (replacing or retiring managers),
protecting the use of stockholders’ resources, ensuring that managers take prudent actions regarding



corporate objectives, approving major financial and operational decisions of the managers,
representing the company with other organisations and bodies in society; maintaining, revising and
enforcing the corporate charter and bye-laws.” 56

The Board does not directly formulate the strategy, but it can and should play an important role in
strategic management by causing the formulation of the corporate plan, evaluating it, reviewing it,
evaluating its implementation and by its power to appoint or remove the chief executive officer (CEO).
Kenneth Andrews observes: “A responsible and effective board should require of its management a
unique and durable corporate strategy, review it periodically for its validity, use it as a reference point
for all other board decisions, and share with management the risks associated with its adoption.”57

When the board of directors is an inside board (i.e., majority of the members consists of persons
holding management positions in the company), inside members may directly involve in strategy
formulation by the virtue of the management positions they hold. When the board is an outside one
(i.e., majority of the members do not hold management positions in the company) and the outsiders are
capable persons, the evaluations, reviews and directions could be more independent, objective and
meaningful. However, outside board could sometimes cause conflicts also.

According to Dr. A.S. Ganguly, Chairman, ICI India Ltd., “the Board, as a whole, has the
responsibility to initiate discussion, agree and underwrite the corporation’s strategic plans. The Board
has the collective responsibility to ensure its implementation through agreed operational plans.
Individual Executive Directors are responsible and accountable to meet the targets for specific
businesses under their control”.58

However, it was generally acknowledged that the Boards of many Indian companies were not
effective. This is true of even some of the well-known companies. For example, refer to the case
entitled Corporate Rejuvenation given in this book.

Information about the composition of Board of Directors is given in the chapter on Corporate
Governance.

General Manager
The role of general managers (GMs) in strategic management is clear from the fact that strategic

management is a general management function.
The general managers are the top executives of the enterprise and SBUs who are responsible for

the survival and success of the enterprise.
As Jauch and Guleck succinctly and lucidly put it, “the traditional impression is that the GM is a

reflective thinker who maps out strategy, designs an organisation to implement the plan and guides
troops through the necessary maneuvers to accomplish objectives using vast experience and insight.
The GM is the entrepreneur (sets goals), strategist (plans), organisation builder (organises), leader
(directs), and chief implementer (controls). The task is to lead the firm or SBU through uncharted
territory in less than certain circumstances.”59

The most important GM, obviously, is the CEO. As George Steiner rightly points out, “there can
and will be no effective formal strategic planning in an organisation in which the chief executive does
not give it firm support and make sure that others in the organisation understand his depth of
commitment.”60



According to Mintzberg, “great strategies are either creative or generous. We have too few of
either type. We call the creative ones visionaries – they see a world that others have been blind to. The
generous ones, in contrast, bring strategy out in other people. They build organisations that foster
thoughtful inquiry and creative action. The creative strategists reach out from the centre of that
circular organisation to touch the edges, while the generous ones strengthen the whole circle by
turning strategic thinking into a collective learning process.”61

Corporate Planners
Large organisations may establish a corporate planning division or cell. It is a staff function and

these staff personnel are known as corporate planners.
Functions and responsibilities of the corporate planning staff include:
1. Keeping track of the latest developments in the field of strategic management and

disseminating such information to the strategists.
2. Supplying data inputs and analytical support needed for strategic management.
3. Environmental analysis.
4. Identifying new business opportunities.
5. Helping to establish a planning system.
6. Formulating guidelines for preparing plans.
7. Coordinating divisional plans.
8. Assisting to evaluate and control strategies.

Strategic Management Consultants
Some organisations, particularly those which do not have a corporate planning staff, make use of

the services of strategic management consultant. Several Indian companies have sought the services of
such consultants like McKinsey, Tata Consultancy, Ernest & Young, Goldman Sachs etc.

APPROACHES TO STRATEGY MAKING

The breadth and complexity of the subject has given rise to differing views on the scope, process
and nature of strategic management.

On the basis of the strategic management process and nature of relationship between the core
components of the strategic management, there are broadly two approaches, viz., Prescriptive
Approach and Emergent Approach.

Mintzberg has identified, with reference to the style, nature and process of strategy formulation in
different organisations, three modes or approaches for making strategy, viz., entrepreneurial mode,
adaptive mode and planning mode.

Prescriptive and Emergent Approaches
Strategic management has long been viewed as a sequential process forming a prescriptive

model based on predictive environment. The approach, however, has come to be challenged and the
view that corporate strategy is an emerging process has been advanced.



Both the approaches recognise the three core components of strategic management process, viz.,
strategic analysis (consisting of SWOT analysis and determination of mission and objectives),
strategic development (evaluation of strategic alternatives and choice of strategy) and implementation.
The difference, however, is in the perception of the relationship between these basic components and
their phasing.

In the prescriptive strategy, strategic analysis leads to the determination (i.e., prescription) of the
long-term strategy which is then implemented. In other words, the different components are different
phases of strategic management and they are neatly linked together sequentially. The model of strategic
management process depicted in Fig. 1.4 and the description of it represents the prescriptive approach.

According to the emergent approach, the long-term corporate strategy cannot be predetermined.
Corporate strategy, which is incremental and continuous, evolves over time, adapting to human needs
and by trial and error. In the emergent strategy, the final is unclear and the components are developed
as the strategy proceeds.

The emergent approach views the three core components as essentially interrelated. Strategic
management is an experimental process in which the strategy development and experimentation
phases are intertwined.

The emergent approach holds that the long term being uncertain, it is unrealistic to prescribe in
advance a strategy with long-term perspective. The strategy should evolve responding to emerging
developments and, therefore, to some extent, strategy development and implementation occur
concurrently.

The mood of the emergent strategy is “let us try this strategy and continue it or change it
depending on our experience”. The prescriptive strategy prescribes: “this is our strategy for the next
five years, administer it”.

Figures 1.5 A and B depict the difference in the processes of the prescriptive and emergent
strategies.

STRATEGIC STRATEGY STRATEGY
ANALYSIS DEVELOPMENT IMPLEMENTA-

TION

Fig. 1.5A: Prescriptive Approach

STRATEGIC STRATEGY STRATEGY
ANALYSIS DEVELOP- IMPLEMENT-

MENT ATION

Fig. 1.5B: Emergent Approach



In the emergent approach, there is no final, agreed strategy but rather a series of experimental
approaches that are considered by those involved and then developed further. Strategies emerge during
a process of crafting and testing.

Both the approaches have their own merits and limitations.
The prescriptive approach provides a clear master plan for the development of the entire

organisation. It makes the future direction and goals very clear and thereby forms the basis for action
and evaluation. It gives advance indication of the major demands on the resources — technological,
physical, human and financial – at different points of time. Refer to the illustration of the
transformation of the Reliance given in the chapter Business Environment.

The prescriptive approach, at the same time, has some limitations. Future, being uncertain,
cannot be predicted accurately. Many industries, in fact, are characterised by turbulence. Economic
and political environments sometimes change very drastically. A perspective plan would remain valid
only as long as the planning premises hold true.

There is also a criticism that the prescriptive plans tend to overlook short-term benefits in the
anticipation of long-term benefits.

The major merit of the emergent approach is the constant monitoring of the environment and its
flexibility to adapt to the changing environment. Another important merit claimed for the emergent
strategy is the advantages of experimentation and the resultant evolution of a sound strategy.

The emergent strategy, however, lack several of the advantages of the prescriptive strategy. An
organisation shall necessarily have a clear vision regarding the goals and scope of activities and
direction of its development. These call for a systematically formulated long-term strategy.

An important risk of the emergent approach is that the experimentation process could turn out to
be ruinous. Precious time could be lost in the trial and error process, the adoption of even which could
take time because the very process involved and by the time a strategy is finally put in place the
environment could change.

Under the emergent mode, in many instances, strategies emerge from a confused background and
the strategies that emerge in the absence of a perspective view and clear future goals could be
perspectively irrelevant or ad hoc.

Concurrence of strategy development and implementation are difficult to achieve. Effective
implementation requires planning and organising in advance.

A synthesis of both the views is that they are not mutually exclusive; they could complement
each other.

In fact, the prescriptive strategy now captures the essence of the emergent approach.
The prescriptive strategy is not a totally inflexible one. Constant monitoring of the environment

and strategy modification, if needed, is not only compatible with the prescriptive approach but also
prescribed by strategists. Further, the strategic control, described in chapter lends itself to the
absorption of certain aspects of the emergent mode into the prescriptive strategy.

Mintzberg’s Proposition
According to Henry Mintzberg, there are three distinct modes or approaches to making strategy,

viz., entrepreneurial mode, adaptive mode and planning mode.62



Entrepreneurial Mode: In the entrepreneurial mode, which is the least formal of the three,
although there is active search for new opportunities, strategy making is dominated by the perceptions,
thinking and gut feeling of a single person who may be the entrepreneur or the chief executive in
whose hands power is centralised. This mode may lend itself to organisations which are small and/or
young. Growth is the dominant goal and strategy making is characterised by dramatic leaps forward in
the face of uncertainty.

Adaptive Mode: The adaptive mode is characterised by a reactive approach rather than a
proactive approach. In other words, strategy is formulated to solve existing problems rather than to
seize new opportunities. Under this mode, obviously, clear long-term goals do not exist. Strategy
making is characterised by incremental, serial and often disjoined decisions made by members of a
complex group. This may be found in large organisations with many controlling groups holding each
other in check.

Planning Mode: This is the most formal of all the three approaches. It is common with large and
forward looking organisations, particularly in competitive environment. The approach to strategy
making is very systematic and there is proper integration of decisions and strategies. The approach is
proactive.

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESS

The strategic management process encompasses three phases which together involve a number of
systematic steps. These three phases are strategy formulation, implementation and evaluation and
control. These broad phases encompass a number of important steps. These steps are also known as
Tasks of Strategic Management and Components of Strategic Management. This section outlines the
different steps/tasks. A detailed account of some of them are given in subsequent chapters.

Fig. 1.6 gives a schematic outline of the strategic management process.

Strategy Formulation
Strategy formulation involves four important steps, viz., determination of mission and objectives,

analysis of strengths and weaknesses of the firm and the environmental opportunities and threats
(SWOT), generation of alternative strategies and choosing the most appropriate strategy.

Determination of Vision/Mission and Objectives
“Strategic management can be defined as the art and science of formulating, implementing and

evaluating cross-functional decisions that enable an organisation to achieve its objectives.”63 In short,
strategy is a means to achieve the objectives. It is, therefore, quite obvious that determining the
mission (which influences objectives) and objectives is the first step in strategy formulation.

The mission defines the broad social purpose and scope of the organisation whereas objectives
more specifically define the direction to achieve the mission. Objectives help translate the
organisational mission into results. While objectives may be generic in their expression, goals set
specific targets to be achieved within a time frame. For example, a fertilizer company may state its
mission as to fight world hunger and its objectives as to increase agricultural productivity through
development, efficient production of improved fertilizers, generate profits to finance R&D and to



ensure satisfactory returns on investment. The goals will specify the quantity of production or growth
rate or market penetration to be achieved within specified periods.

Vision/mission, objectives, goals and targets are explained in the next chapter.

Fig. 1.6: Strategic Management Process

SWOT Analysis
In strategic management, the term strategic is used to refer to the firm-environment fit. This

indicates the role of SWOT in strategic management.
The strengths and weaknesses of the firm and opportunities and threats in the environment will

indicate the portfolio strategy and other strategies it should pursue.
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An organisation should address questions such as what are the changes, including possible future
changes, in the environment which have implications for us and how should we respond to them?
What are the opportunities in the environment which can be exploited utilising our strength? What are
the threats and do we have the strength to combat the threats? How can we mass up our strength?
What are our weaknesses? Can we overcome or minimise the weaknesses?

The economic liberalisation in India has opened up enormous new opportunities. The
liberalisation, at the same time, has posed severe threats to many existing firms because of the increase
in competition. Taking advantage of these opportunities, many Indian companies have entered new
businesses and expanded the existing ones. A number of companies have made an exit from some of
their businesses as they realised that they do not have enough strength to be successful or that the
resources can be put to better use elsewhere. Several companies have both added new businesses and
dropped some of the existing ones.

SWOT analysis is dealt with in detail in a separate chapter.

Strategic Alternatives
Given the mission and objectives and having analysed the strengths and weaknesses of the firm

and the environmental opportunities and threats, the strategists should proceed to generate possible
alternative strategies. There may be different strategic options for accomplishing a particular objective.
For example, growth in business may be achieved by increasing the share in the existing markets or by
entering new markets, by horizontal integration or by a combination of these. Increase in supply may
be achieved by putting up new plants or by M&A. An entry into new business may be effected by
establishing a greenfield wholly owned enterprise, a joint venture or acquisition. There are, thus, a
number of strategic options. It is necessary to consider all possible alternatives to make the base for
choice wide.

The generic competitive strategic alternatives are dealt with in a following chapter.

Evaluation and Choice
The purpose of considering different strategic options is to adopt the most appropriate strategy.

This necessitates the evaluation of the strategic alternatives with reference to certain criteria.
Criteria such as suitability, feasibility and acceptability are commonly employed to evaluate the

strategic options.
Suitability

For assessing the suitability of the strategy, questions such as the following may be posed:

1. Is the strategy in conformity with the corporate philosophy?
2. Does the strategy help accomplish the mission and objectives?
3. Does the strategy appropriately exploit the organisational strengths and environmental

opportunities?
4. Is the strategy capable of combating the environmental threats and overcoming the internal

weaknesses?
5. Is the strategy consistent (i.e., there must not be mutually inconsistent goals and policies)?



Feasibility
The criteria of feasibility examines whether the strategy is realistic and workable. A strategy may

outwardly appear to be good but if it is beyond the capability of the company, it is unrealistic and
unworkable, i.e., it is not feasible. Questions to be answered include:

1. Can the required resources (finance, human, technology etc.) be obtained?
2. Is the technology appropriate?
3. Can the necessary inputs (power, raw materials etc.) be arranged?
4. Can the estimated sales be generated and market position attained?

Acceptability
Besides the criteria of suitability and feasibility, there are several factors to be considered to

evaluate the acceptability of the strategy. They include:
1. What will be the impact of the strategy on the cash flow and profitability?
2. Does the strategy satisfy the cut-off ROI criterion?
3. How does the strategy affect the capital structure and shareholding pattern?
4. How does it affect the relationships with stockholders?
5. How does it affect the present employees?
6. How does it affect the corporate image?
7. How does it affect the internal environment?

Implementation
Operationalising the strategy requires transcending the various components of the strategy to

different levels; mobilisation and allocation of resources; structuring authority, responsibility, tasks
and information flows; and establishing policies.

In a multi-SBU enterprise, strategies for the SBUs, based on the corporate strategy, will also have
to be formulated.

Implementation of strategy involves a number of administrative and operational decisions.
Implementation is dealt with in detail in a separate chapter.

Evaluation and Control
Evaluation and control is the last phase of the strategic management process. The objective is to

examine whether the strategy as implemented is meeting its objectives and if not to take corrective
measures.

Continuous monitoring of the environment and implementation of the strategy is essential. In Fig.
1.6, the loop connecting the evaluation and control to the starting point of the strategic management
process indicates that strategic management is a continuous process, the evaluation providing the
feedback for modifications.

The evaluation and control is detailed in another chapter.



PRINCIPLES OF GOOD STRATEGY

According to Porter, there are three underlying principles that define a good strategy.64

1. A good strategy is concerned with the structural evolution of the industry as well as with the
firm’s own unique position within that industry.

2. A good strategy makes the company different, giving the company a unique position,
involving the delivery of a particular mix of value to some array of customers which
represents a subset of the industry.

3. It is not good enough to be different; a company has got to be different in ways that involve
trade-offs with other ways of being different. This means that if a company wants to serve a
particular target customer group with a particular definition of value, this must be
inconsistent with delivering other types of value to other customers. If not, the position is
easy to imitate or replicate.

TQM AND STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

As pointed out in the beginning of his chapter, the purpose of strategic management is to gain, as
efficiently as possible, a sustainable edge over the competitors. Total Quality Management (TQM)
would help a company to enhance its competitiveness. The competitive edge gained by TQM may not
be sustained because of the race by companies to adopt the best practices. It may be recalled that it is
the emphasis on quality and cost and the early adoption TQM and the like that provided a competitive
edge to a number of Japanese companies in the 1970s and 1980s. This edge is lost as other companies
catch up. Although TQM may not be able to provide a sustainable competitive advantage, in many
cases, TQM is necessary to sustain competitiveness.

Before the 1980s, companies sought to prevent defective products reaching customers by Quality
Control. The flaws of this approach began to surface as the American companies began to lag behind
the Japanese counterparts which adopted TQM, inspired by the American quality gurus W. Edwards
Deming, Joseph M. Juran and Philip B. Crosby.

TQM is an organisational philosophy that aims at maximising customer satisfaction by
constantly striving to enhance operational efficiency throughout the organisation.

It is a start to finish process that systematically integrates the strategy and all the functions
activities of the organisation. It is “a coherent management system that focuses intensely on serving
the needs of the customer quickly, efficiently and effectively. To do this, the TQM method measures
customers’ needs, measures and evaluates customer satisfaction delivered by the product or service,
and engages the organisation in continuous improvement to stay tuned into changes in customers’
needs.”65

The essential characteristics of TQM are:66

• A customer-driven definition of quality;
• Strong quality leadership;
• Emphasis on continuous improvement;
• Reliance on facts, data, and analysis;



• Encouragement of employee participation;
• ISO 9000 certification etc. encourage organisations to embody these characteristics.

According to Certo and Peter, the TQM philosophy demands total dedication to the customer and
when an organisation successfully implements TQM, it develops the following four characteristics.67

• Customers are intensely loyal. They are more than satisfied because the organisation meets
their needs and exceeds their expectations.

• The organisation can respond to problems, needs and opportunities with minimal delays. It
also minimises costs by eliminating or minimising tasks that do not add value.

• The organisation’s climate supports and encourages teamwork and makes work more
satisfying, motivating and meaningful for employees.

• The organisation develops and nurtures a general ethic of continuous improvement.
In addition, a method that employees understand leads them toward a state of continuous

improvement.
Under TQM, quality is everybody’s business and this requires a new organisational culture. The

following 14 points which summarises Deming’s views on the relationship between quality and
management make this clear.

1. Create constancy of purpose for improvement of product and service.
2. Adopt a new philosophy in which defects are unacceptable.
3. Cease dependence on mass inspection and focus on improving the process to eliminate

defects.
4. End the practice of awarding business on price tag alone. Besides the quality aspects, an

organisation’s purchasing function and suppliers must understand specifications and must
also know what the part does for production and final customers.

5. Constantly and forever improve the system of production and service.
6. Institute modern methods of training on-the-job, clearly defining criteria for acceptable work.
7. Institute modern methods of supervising.
8. Drive out fear so that workers will feel free to ask questions, report problems, or express

ideas.
9. Break down barriers between departments so that there will be a coherent and mutually

understanding work culture.
10. Eliminate numerical goals for the workforce and create an environment in which the

organisation as a whole must share a single goal: never-ending improvement.
11. Eliminate work standards and numerical quotas.
12. Remove barriers that hinder the hourly workers.
13. Institute a vigorous programme of education and training.
14. Create a structure in top management that will push everyday on the above 13 points.



The ultimate responsibility for implementing these principles lies with the top management of the
organisation. Top management should create a system that moves the organisation to engage in
continuous, daily improvement.

TQM and Strategic Management Process
It is imperative for a company which has adopted the TQM to integrate it with every phase of the

strategic management.
Environmental Analysis and TQM: The environmental analysis of a company with TQM

connects the needs of the external customer (the entity that buys the good or service of the company)
with the various activities of the company. As Certo and Peter observe,68 TQM usually visualises the
external customer as a collection of several dimensions of customer satisfaction (such as the
availability of the product, its features, safety, reliability, user-friendliness, environmental-friendliness
etc.). The environmental analysis should determine these dimensions and identify the internal
activities related to these dimensions so that appropriate measures that can contribute to the
maximisation of customer satisfaction can be determined. Further, in a TQM company, the importance
given to the internal customers help improve the organisational performance. Every
division/department/employee who supplies any input, including information, to another one in the
organisation treats it as an internal customer whom the internal supplier should fully satisfy.

Organisational Direction and TQM: TQM influences the organisational direction by
embodying the quality philosophy in the organisational mission. Indeed, the missions of a number of
organisations emphasis that quality and continuous improvement must drive every action of the
organisation.

Strategy Formulation and TQM: “TQM injects the customer’s perspective, the competitor’s
perspective and the supplier’s perspective into the process of formulating strategy.”69 Focus on
customer needs and preferences is the cardinal principle of TQM.

Benchmarking of the best practices of the competitors, which is common in TQM, provides a
competitor’s perspective. The relationship of TQM companies with their suppliers is generally
characterised by relationship marketing/partnering. (Details of Relationship Marketing/Partnering is
available in the author’s Industrrial Marketing, Himalaya Publishing House).

Strategy Implementation and TQM: TQM helps make strategy implementation very efficient
because of the clarity of organisational goals and direction, and the work and relationships culture
fostered by TQM.

Strategic Control and TQM Systems established under TQM and the favourable change in the
organisational culture make strategic control more effective. Benchmarking also helps efficient control.

In short, as Certo and Peter succinctly put it, “a total quality management initiative affects every
step in the strategic management process. It focuses the firm’s environmental analysis on the needs of
external and internal customers. TQM fills the organisation’s vision and mission with images of
continuous improvement in customer satisfaction, keeping objectives tied securely to customer’s needs.
TQM requires strategy formulation to develop a plan that considers customer’s, competitor’s and
supplier’s perspectives.



TQM adds power to strategy implementation by tapping the potent force of employees’
experience and insight into the organisation’s operations and to strategic control through
benchmarking competitive products.”70

INTERNATIONAL STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

The business environment is becoming increasingly global and more and more firms are
becoming international or global. And many of the firms which are already in the international
business are enhancing their global orientations. It is, therefore, necessary to look at strategic
management in the global perspective.

In this section, we consider strategic management in two contexts: (i) a company planning to
enter foreign markets including entering new markets by a company which is already international and
(ii) strategic management in respect of existing foreign subsidiaries of an MNC. A foreign subsidiary
may be an SBU or it may have several SBUs under it.

Figure 1.7 gives a schematic outline of international strategic management in respect of new
market.

Fig. 1.7: International Strategic Management Process

Selection of the foreign market is done on the basis of SWOT analysis, i.e., strengths and
weaknesses of the company and the opportunities and threats of the foreign markets. The market
selection process is guided by the corporate mission and international business objectives derived from
the corporate objectives.
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The next major decision pertain to the foreign market entry and operating strategies. The business
environment of the foreign market is a major determinant of the entry strategy. Sometimes, a company
may employ different entry and operating strategies in respect of different countries depending on
such factors as the business environment and objectives. The Indian pharmaceutical major Ranbaxy,
for example, has wholly owned subsidiaries in several countries (some of which are manufacturing
and marketing subsidiaries while others are marketing subsidiaries), joint ventures in some countries,
affiliates in certain countries and licensing arrangements in some others whereas it does not have any
of these types of establishments in a number of markets it serves – in all, it has business in nearly 50
countries. [A detailed account of the foreign market entry strategies is available in the author’s books
International Business (PHI Learning) and International Marketing (Himalaya Publishing House)].
The marketing mix strategies for the different markets is another major factor in international strategic
management. Broadly, there are two alternative strategies, viz., globalisation [standardisation] and
localisation [Details are available in the books mentioned above]. In many cases, marketing mix
strategies vary. For example, some Indian pharmaceutical firms emphasise on formulations in the
Indian market while concentrating on the bulk drugs in the foreign markets. The strategies of the
Indian firms vary.

Fig. 1.8: Strategic Management Process in MNCs

Another major decision area in international strategic management is the organisational structure
for the international operations.

Figure 1.8 depicts a summary outline of strategic management process in respect of existing
foreign business units. The description of the strategic management process given in an earlier section
of this chapter would help to explain Figures 1.6 and 1.7.

A number of multinationals keep entering new markets, that is, they are simultaneously in both
the contexts referred to above. Restructuring the international operations, including shifting of
production bases and modifications of other functional strategies, are common.
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Companies which go international in a big way generally go in for a highly integrated networking
of this global operation.

BENEFITS AND RELEVANCE OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

The important benefits of strategic management mentioned below highlight its relevance.
• Strategic management helps to envision an organisation’s future, formulate mission and

make objectives clear. This is clear from the fact that determination of mission and
objectives is the first step in the strategic management process. It may be noted that the new
growth and competitive environment created by the liberalisation prompted many Indian
companies to evaluate and modify their mission and objectives or to ponder over a mission
for the company where one did not exist.

• The articulation of the mission and objectives and the formulation of a strategy for their
accomplishment help people in the organisation understand what the organisation stands for,
what is the development path charted out, what are the planned results over a period of time
etc.

• It makes people realise what are they working for, what is expected of each SBU, division,
functional department and, to some extent, individuals.

• Strategic management facilitates better delegation, coordination, monitoring, performance
evaluation and control.

• The identification of the strengths and weaknesses may help an organisation to take
measures to overcome/minimise the weaknesses and reinforce the strengths.

• The SWOT analysis, which is a part of the strategic management, helps a company to adopt
suitable strategies for exploiting opportunities and combating threats. It will also help the
company to drop those businesses where it would not be successful or which do not meet the
objectives.

• A company with strategic management will be constantly monitoring the environment and
making modifications of the strategy as and when required so that the plans are made more
realistic and effective.

• Strategic management would enable a company to meet competition more effectively.
• Strategic management makes the management dynamic, appropriate to the environment and

result and future oriented.
• Studies show that companies with strategic management are more effective than others,

generally.

LIMITATIONS AND MISGIVINGS

Strategic management is not without limitations. While strategic management has a number of
benefits as pointed out above, it is also a fact that many firms fail despite adopting strategic
management and many firms which do not have strategic management are successful. In short,
strategic management by itself does not ensure unconditional success.



The important limitations of strategic management are the following.
1. Strategic management is based on certain premises and if the premises do not hold valid, the

strategy or plans based on them would not be realistic or effective. These points to the need
for exercising due diligence in premising and to the importance of strategic control,
particularly premise control, described in the chapter on Evaluation and Control.

2. SWOT analysis has a very important role in strategic management. Obviously, if the SWOT
analysis is not right, the strategy based on it may go awry. SWOT analysis is an exercise
which requires lot of expertise and information. When these two are lacking, the utility of the
SWOT analysis is questionable and it could even lead to formulation of wrong or ineffective
strategies.

3. Strategic management is a means to achieve the mission and objectives of the organisation.
Hence, any lack of realism or other limitation of the mission/objectives would naturally get
reflected in the strategy.

4. One of the criticisms against strategic management is that it sometimes makes the
organisation over-ambitious and the resultant failure to reach the goals cause frustration.
Unrealistic strategies may land companies in severe problems.

5. Another criticism advanced against strategic management is that it makes the future vision
tunneled that several opportunities may be overlooked. Against this criticism, it may be
argued that the strategy is formulated after scanning all the opportunities. Further, a good
strategic management also envisages modification of the strategy when changes in the
environment call for it.

6. Yet another criticism which is very akin to the above is that it makes the whole approach
very rigid. Against this, it may be pointed out that a good strategic management system
provides for required flexibility and modifications. Strategic control and contingency
planning impart the plans some amount of adaptability to the unforeseen developments.

7. An important limitation of the strategic management is that if the implementation of the
strategy is not effective, even an excellent strategy would not produce expected results.
Effective implementation demands many things – resource allocation, leadership
implementation, right structure, and effective evaluation and control. The reason for the
failure of many strategies is the implementation failure.
A study by Daniel Gray revealed that many of what managers called implementation
difficulties were, on closer scrutiny, attributed to the following six pre-implementation
factors.71

(i) Poor preparation of line managers.
(ii) Faulty definition of business units.

(iii) Vaguely formulated goals.
(iv) Inadequate information bases for action planning.
(v) Badly handled reviews of business unit plans.

(vi) Inadequate linkage of strategic planning with other control systems.



8. Another important reason for the failure of strategies, which is related to the reason
mentioned above, is the lack of commitment. The top management and everyone directly
involved in the implementation of the strategy should be fully committed to it. A change in
the top management may affect commitment. Frequent changes at the top management and
uncertainty may seriously effect the commitment, as is the case with some public sector
undertakings in India.

9. A somewhat similar problem is internal resistance (some of these resistances are described in
the chapter on Management of Change). Chances of internal resistance or indifference are
more when there is lack of involvement of the internal people in the strategy formulation and
when they are not taken into confidence.

10. Another problem is that strategic planning is a complex and difficult task which requires
people with vision, expertise and commitment and an appropriate system.

11. It is also argued that strategic management is a costly exercise. It is unjust to consider cost
alone and to ignore the benefits.

12. Many people also question the utility or need for strategic management pointing out the
failure of many firms which adopted strategic management and the success of many firms
which did not have it.

13. Some of the risks/limitations/problems/criticisms of strategic planning arise from the
misunderstanding as to what is strategic planning. In this context, it is very relevant to recall
here the warning of Drucker as to what strategic planning is not?72

• It is not a box of tricks, a bundle of techniques. It is analytical thinking and
commitment of resources to action.

• Strategic planning is not forecasting. It is not masterminding the future.
• Strategic planning does not deal with future decisions. It deals with the futurity of present

decisions.
• Strategic planning is not an attempt to eliminate risk. It is not even an attempt to

minimise risk.
Porter points out, there is no strategy that can be stretched beyond the boundaries of a particular

business. One of the great mistakes that has been made over and over by companies is the attempt to
apply a universal strategy. This thinking leads companies into a trap (like, for example, the feeling that
to win a company should have the largest market share, or the idea that all companies should reduce
the cycle times, and speed up the time to the market).73

GROWING RELEVANCE OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT IN
INDIA

Because of the limited competition and limited strategic maneuverability under the controlled
regime, strategic management did not have much relevance in India prior to the economic
liberalisation ushered in India in 1991. Things, however, have changed dramatically since then,
making strategic management of great relevance.



Many companies have embraced strategic management. A number of companies have
reformulated their mission and objectives. Portfolio strategies have undergone changes. Organisational
restructuring have become common. Expanding opportunities and growing competition have been
making companies wedded to corporate and competitive strategies. To some extent, there has even
been an overpopularity of the concepts that it has also become a fashion to speak of vision, mission,
corporate strategy and the like.

Let us take a look at the environmental changes that have increased the relevance of strategic
management.

1. The abolition of public sector monopoly or dominance in a number of industries has
enormously increased business opportunities. Many of them are high-tech and heavy
investment sectors which make strategic management all the more relevant.

2. The delicensing has removed not only an important entry and growth barrier but also a
consumption (and, therefore, demand) barrier. In the past, because of non-production/
limited production and import restrictions, many goods were non-available or had limited
availability (in quantity and/or variety).

3. The scrapping of most of the MRTPA restrictions on entry, growth and M&As, along with
the dereservation and delicensing of industries referred to above, have opened up floodgates
of business opportunities for large enterprises.

4. The liberalisation of policy towards foreign capital and technology, imports and accessing
foreign capital markets provides companies opportunities for enhancing their strengths to
exploit the opportunities.

5. The liberalisation in other countries, the expanding foreign markets, the growing competition
in India, the new policy environment etc. increases the importance of foreign markets and
strategic management.

6. The grant of more autonomy to the public sector enterprises, as in the case of the navarathnas,
increases the scope of strategic management.

The liberalisation, at the same time, has generated serious threats to many firms. The industrial
policy liberalisations, import liberalisations and MRTPA liberalisations have opened floodgates of
competition posing surging threats to many existing businesses. Companies which enjoyed the
comforts of protection of the restrictive regime have now to face growing competition and a buyers’
market. Many industries are characterised by increasing competition in all its dimensions: inter-firm
rivalry, threat of potential competition, substitutes and growing power of buyers and suppliers.

In short, in the new environment, the old equations are not valid. Companies have to adopt
strategies for establishing effective organisation-environment fit in the changing environment.
Fundamental questions a company should address itself include:

• What are the opportunities and threats posed by the emerging environment?
• What are our strengths and weaknesses?
• How can we increase our strengths and overcome/minimise the weaknesses? (For eample,

will acquisition of foreign technology, joint venturing, strategic alliance etc. help?)



• What is our business? Given the SWOT, what should we our business? Should we be in all
the current businesses or should we exit any of them? Should we enter new business?

• How should we diversify/grow? (For example, by establishing wholly owned new
undertakings, M&As, or joint ventures?)
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